2024 Earth Month Reading List
Read something for the planet!

At Home on An Unruly Planet: Finding Refuge on A Changed Earth by Madeline Ostrander. Henry Holt and Co. (2022)


The Carbon Almanac: It's Not Too Late edited by Seth Godin. Portfolio Publishing (2022)

Cascadia Field Guide: Art, Ecology, Poetry edited by Elizabeth Bradfield, Marie Fuhrman and Derek Sheffield. Mountaineers Books (2023)


A Future We Can Love: How We Can Reverse the Climate Crisis with the Power of Our Hearts & Minds by Susan Bauer-Wu. Shambhala Publications (2023)


I Sing the Salmon Home: Poems from Washington State edited by Rena Priest. Empty Bowl Press (2023)

Trash, Trolls and Treasure Hunts by Thomas Dambo. Thomas Dambo Art Aps (2023)

Wasteland: The Secret World of Waste and the Urgent Search for a Cleaner Future by Oliver Franklin-Wallis. Hachette Audio [audiobook] (2023)
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